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AGENDA

TO:

AGENDA
PART 1– ITEMS TO BE CONSIDERED IN THE PRESENCE OF THE PRESS
AND PUBLIC
1.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

2.

DISCLOSURE OF PERSONAL INTERESTS
Members are invited to disclose any personal/prejudicial interest which they may
have in any of the items on the Agenda. If the personal interest is a prejudicial
interest, then the individual member should not participate in a discussion of the
matter and must withdraw from the meeting room unless a dispensation has
previously been obtained.

3.

URGENT BUSINESS AND EXCLUSION OF THE PRESS AND PUBLIC
To consider (i) any urgent items of business and (ii) whether the press and public
should be excluded from the Meeting during consideration of any Agenda item
where there is likely disclosure of information exempt under s.100A(4) and Part I
Schedule A of the Local Government Act 1972 and the public interest in not
disclosing outweighs any public interest in disclosure.

THE MEMBERS OF THE ETHCS AND INTEGRITY PANEL

CUMBRIA POLICE & CRIME COMMISSIONER AND CUMBRIA CONSTABULARY ETHICS AND
INTEGRITY PANEL
A Meeting of the Ethics and Integrity Panel will take place on Thursday 4 February 2021 at
2.00 pm. Due to Government Guidelines in response to COVID-19 the meeting is being
held via telephone conference facility.
Details of how to access the meeting will be emailed to participants separately.

Note: The Panel will carry out a dip sample session during the morning.
G Shearer
Deputy Chief Executive

PANEL MEMBERSHIP
Mr Michael Duff
Mrs Lesley Horton
Mr Alan Rankin (Chair)
Mr Alex Rocke

PART 2– ITEMS TO BE CONSIDERED IN THE ABSENCE OF THE PRESS
AND PUBLIC
4.

NOTES & ACTIONS FROM THE PREVIOUS MEETING
(a) To confirm the restricted notes of the meeting of the Ethics and Integrity Panel
held on 6 November 2020 (copy enclosed).
(b) To receive an update from actions taken at the last meeting in relation to the
outcome of the Property Store review.

5.

SPITGUARD USAGE
To receive an annual report on the usage of SpitGuards by Cumbria Constabulary
during 2020.

6.

INTEGRITY
(a) To receive a report on the work carried out within the Constabulary’s
Professional Standards Department, including actions raised at the last
meeting:
(i) Complaints by the Public; and
(ii) Anti-Fraud & Corruption (including officer and staff misconduct)
(b) To receive a report on the Constabulary’s usage of Body Worn Video
equipment. To be presented by Detective Chief Inspector Craig Smith.
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7.

COVID-19 REGULATIONS
(a)
To provide the Panel with an update to questions raised during previous dip
sample session and meeting; and work being carried out by the
Constabulary in relation to disproportionality – Deputy Chief Constable
Webster
(b)
The Panel to provide feedback from their dip sample of Fixed Penalty
Notices issued during the second and third lockdowns.

8.

OFFICER RECRUITMENT
To receive an update on the current status regarding police officer recruitment,
including what positive action is being carried out. To be presented by
Superintendent Lisa Hogan.

9.

SECONDARY BUSINESS INTERESTS
The Panel to report their findings from the thematic session regarding the
Constabulary’s Secondary Business Interest procedure during the morning of 4
February 2021.

10.

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT COMPLIANCE
(a)
To receive and note a report by Cumbria Constabulary on their compliance
with Data Protection Legislation (copy enclosed) – To be presented by DCC
Webster.
(b)
To receive and note a report by the OPCC on their compliance with Data
Protection Legislation (copy enclosed) – To be presented by the OPCC
Governance Manager.

11.

12.

DATA ETHICS ADVISORY GROUP
To receive feedback from the Panel on the pilot work carried out and the next
steps from Ms Jo Edgar, Chief Information Officer Durham and Cumbria.
PANEL ANNUAL REPORT
To consider and agree the Panel’s Annual Report denoting the work of the Panel
during 2020 - To be presented by the Panel Chair, Alan Rankin

Agenda Item No 4
ETHICS AND INTEGRITY PANEL
Notes of a meeting of the Ethics and Integrity Panel held on
Friday 6 November 2020 via video conference facility at 1.00 pm
PRESENT
Mr Alan Rankin (Chair)
Mr Michael Duff
Mr Alex Rocke
Mrs Lesley Horton
Also present:
Chief Constable - Michelle Skeer
Superintendent - Lisa Hogan
Detective Chief Inspector – Craig Smith
A/Detective Chief Inspector – Paul Jenner
Head of Legal Services – Andrew Dobson
HR Manager – Kate Ruddick
Chief Information Officer – Ms Jo Edgar
OPCC Deputy Chief Executive - Gill Shearer
OPCC Governance Manager - Joanne Head
The Chair thanked everyone for attending the video conference and the Constabulary for all
their hard work during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic which was now entering a further
lockdown period. He hoped everyone was staying safe and well.
34.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

No apologies for absence were received as all Panel members were present.
35.

DISCLOSURE OF PERSONAL INTERESTS

There were no disclosures of personal interest regarding any agenda item.
Date of Next Meeting: Wednesday 5 May 2021 @ 2.00 pm
(Attached is a copy of the Annual Work Programme which illustrates the agenda items and
thematic sessions for the 2021 meetings

36.

URGENT BUSINESS

There were no items of urgent business to be considered by the Panel.
37.

NOTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING

The notes of the meeting held on 6 August 2020 previously circulated with the agenda were
agreed.
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(a) Auto-Attendant Update
Following questions raised at the previous meeting the Panel were provided with a
written update on the Comms Centre Auto Attendant. They felt that the message made
it clear where a member of the public needed to direct their calls to, especially if it was
for another organisation to deal with.
(b) TASER
During a dip sample of TASER forms the members had raised a number of issues. They
were provided with a written update and were pleased to note that the use of force
form was to be updated to enable officers to better record the use of TASER and actions
leading up to it.
The lack of use of Body Worn Video remained a recurring theme. A member asked
what the Constabulary were doing to increase its use and what were the consequences
for officers who continually did not use it. The Chief Constable advised that the
Constabulary’s Business Improvement Unit reviewed cases to provide quality assurance
of use and such matters were discussed at the Operations Board meetings. The
Constabulary took a `quality counts’ approach when recording matters such as the use
of force or crime and it was agreed that an update on this would be provided to the
next meeting.
Agreed;

that,
(i)
(ii)

the notes from the previous meeting be agreed; and
a report and update on the use of Body Worn Video within the force be
provided to the next meeting.

(i)
(ii)

39.

CIVIL CLAIMS

The Director of Legal Services presented a report outlining active and closed Public Liability
Claims, Employer Liability Claims, Employment Tribunal applications or proceedings and Judicial
Review proceedings.
The number of new Public Liability (PL) claims stood at 24 with five being deemed significant, 3
of which had arisen from the same incident. Two previously significant claims had been
closed. The Panel noted that a third of the cases related to property either being damaged or
being disposed of rather than being returned to the owner. A review had previously been
carried out of property stores with new procedures to be introduced. The Chief Constable
advised she would ascertain what the outcome was and whether or not the new procedures
had been in place at the time the claims were made.
The Panel discussed several ongoing cases, at what stage they were currently at and whether
the estimated potential costs had remained the same. Some of the claims related to issues
encountered on a national basis and therefore Legal Services were liaising with other forces.
Agreed;

38.

DATA ETHICS ADVISORY GROUP

The Chief Information Officer for Cumbria and Durham, Ms Jo Edgar, briefed the meeting on a
proposal to set up a Data Ethics Advisory Group. The purpose of the group would be to look at
specific areas of work, either up and coming or already in place but requiring review, to support
the Constabulary on ethical issues associated with the use and intended use of data.
When areas of work were identified the membership of the group would be agreed to include
any key stakeholders, experts and advisors. An Ethics Panel member would be appointed
based on their own skills and knowledge of any subject matter. As this work was in its infancy
it was proposed do to a pilot and walk through an existing project to identify any issues and see
what were the unintentional consequences of police using personal data.
It was recognised that this area of business would align with the work of the Ethics and
Integrity Panel and it was therefore proposed that this sub-group should report to the Panel to
enable consistent oversight of ethical issues across the Constabulary and the Office of the
Police and Crime Commissioner.
AGREED;

the proposal and draft terms of reference of the Data Ethics Advisory
Group be noted; and
work to continue to develop the proposed work of the group and carry
out a pilot walk through of an existing project to identify any issues to see
what the unintentional consequences of police using personal data were.

that, the
(i)
report be noted;
(ii)
outcome of the property store review to be provided and ascertain
whether or not the new procedures were in place at the time the claims
were made.

(Note: Andrew Dobson left the meeting at this point.)

40.

INTEGRITY

The Panel provided feedback to the meeting following their dip sample of public complaint files
within the Professional Standards Department. The Panel advised that Body Worn Video
(BWV) was still not being used or activated by officers when attending incidents, some of which
had involved violence or the threat of violence. This had resulted in complaints taking longer
to investigate and in one instance an officer had to complete a PRI process whereas if they had
used the BWV they would have likely have been commended for their actions. The Panel
asked whether it would be possible to undertake an analysis of how many officers used BWV
and how many did not in relation to public complaints.

that,
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In another case the officer had not marked the footage as likely to have a complaint and
therefore it had been automatically deleted due to the passage of time prior to the complaint
being made.
A/DCI Jenner advised that following the dip sample he had spoken with the Constabulary’s lead
for BWV and a message had been sent out to all officers and staff ; and was also looking at the
potential for this information to be recorded within Centurion. He had spoken with the
Learning and Development department who had updated their training package on how to
mark footage regarding complaints.
One of the cases reviewed related to the personal use of social media by an officer. It
highlighted the complexities of using social media in a work environment and the cross over of
a personal environment. The whole concept and use by the police although it can be a
powerful tool can be very disruptive for individual officers if not used correctly or inappropriate
comments are made.
The Panel were pleased to see that the new online Business Interest and Secondary
Employment form was now available for officers and staff to complete. Being electronic the
new process was easier for managers to complete their relevant sections within agreed
timescales and providing reminders where this was exceeded. Individuals were able to
understand at what stage their application was at and when it was approved. This was
important as to commence or continue with a business interest or second employment may
result in disciplinary action being taken.
During the summer the Constabulary had carried out an APSP & Sexual Harassment Campaign
which included briefings, about reporting mechanisms and a voluntary survey for officers and
staff to complete. As a result of the survey further media updates and education is planned to
feedback to staff.
The Panel were guided through the remainder of the report and provided with information
regarding finalised and ongoing misconduct cases within the Constabulary. The Panel noted
that there were a significant number of new and ongoing cases compared to previous reports.
A/DCI Jenner advised that PSD were not responsible for dealing with officer collisions and staff
misconduct which was partly responsible for the increase, as were Covid related incidents.
The Panel asked that for future reports a comparison be made to the previous two years to
understand whether or not there was an increase in the numbers being dealt with.
AGREED;

that,
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

the report be noted; and
PSD analyse how many officers used BWV and how many did not in
relation to public complaints; and
three year comparisons be provided for misconduct cases
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41.

GRIEVANCES

There were 11 grievances commenced within the reporting period of 1 November 2019 up to
31 October 2020 with 5 remaining open. Three had been finalised due to a lack of response
from the individuals.
As part of a dip sample process the Panel had reviewed 2 grievance cases. Following questions
by the Panel members they were advised that in one of the cases due to allegations made, a
number of enquiries had been carried out. This information had not appeared within the case
file which would have assisted the Panel to understand what actions the force had taken.
A/DCI Jenner advised that this would be done for this and other cases. In addition, when HR
received a grievance, they would inform the Constabulary’s Anti-Corruption Unit to enable
them to cross reference the case.
In relation to the second case, the Panel felt that although they understood the reasoning for
the outcome and the decisions made, it was clear that the Constabulary had not followed their
own written policies. These Panel noted that these were now being reviewed along with many
other HR policies.
The HR Manager advised that the Constabulary’s Grievance policy, procedure and guidance
documents were being reviewed and would include an informal stage. The Constabulary has
an interpersonal mediation toolkit which aims to resolve workplace disputes quickly and
discretely. The toolkit offers everyone the opportunity to a quick and private resolution. Six
members of the Constabulary, of varying ranks and roles, have qualified as workplace
mediators. Their expertise is now available to those who seek a resolution to situations of
workplace conflict.
AGREED;

42.

that the report be noted.

OFFICER RECRUITMENT & PROMOTION

Superintendent Hogan presented a report which advised on the current progress of Operation
Uplift relating to the appointment of officers to Cumbria and the new promotion processes
now in place. A significant number of applications had been received which had resulted in an
officer from the Learning and Development Department being moved to assist in processing
them. A number of individuals were waiting to complete the SEARCH assessment in early and
mid-December, following which they would be formally appointed to the Constabulary.
An update was provided with regard to the Positive Action work which was being carried out as
part of the recruitment process. Members asked what work was being done to ensure that this
was well received by other applicants and existing staff. Supt Hogan advised that a number of
internal stakeholder events had been held and internal messages sent out on how staff should
not only embrace positive action within the organisation but with the communities that they
served ensuring that inclusion remained a priority. The Chief Constable stated it was
important that inclusion was nurtured throughout the workforce and would be part of hers and
others leadership roles to ensure it was embedded within the Constabulary’s ethos.
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A number of events had been held to attract not only BAME candidates but individuals from
other protected characteristics. The Constabulary were conscious that messages and
communication need to ensure that everyone was treated fairly and provided with
opportunities. It was agreed that a report on what positive action was being carried out
would be provided to the next meeting.
A member asked what measures were being put in place to retain Positive Action candidates
once they had been appointed. A buddy scheme would be set up for each officer upon
appointment; engagement with existing officers and staff; and understanding what additional
support they may require, if any.
The Panel notes that this work was extremely positive and commended the Constabulary for its
approach.
AGREED;

43.

that,
(i)
(ii)

the report be noted; and
a report on the Constabulary’s Positive Action be provided to the next
meeting.
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The Panel were advised that in the 2 weeks to 2 November we have had over 1345
engagements with members of the public in relation to COVID regulation violations resulting in
10 FPN’s being issued. The Constabulary were still using the four E’s – engage, explain,
encourage and enforcement. Generally, by using the first 3 E's people were happy to comply
although a lot of people had been confused with what the regulations were when areas had
gone into different Tiers.
Following feedback from the Panel’s dip sample sessions the Constabulary were now recording
their interactions with members of the public and their ethnicity. Also included was whether
or not BWV had been used at the time.
At the last Panel meeting a member had asked, what if any unconscious bias training was
provided to officers and staff. Since the meeting there had been some tweets which had
identified individual’s ethnicity but did not seem relevant to the nature of the tweet. The Chief
Constable asked the member to provide the dates of the tweets and would look into why
ethnicity was mentioned if it was not necessary. In relation to unconscious bias training,
Superintendent Hogan advised over the last 12 months the Constabulary had rolled out an ELearning training package which was compulsory for all officers and staff to complete. The
package enabled the Constabulary to identify when officers and staff completed it. This would
be repeated training going forward.

OPCC COMPLAINTS AND QSPI

The OPCC Deputy Chief Executive presented two reports. The first outlined complaints dealt
with by the OPCC and complaint reviews; the other regarding areas of dissatisfaction which
members of the public had contacted the Commissioner about.

As England entered another period of lockdown it was agreed that the Panel would carry out a
dip sample of issued FPN’s at the end of the 4 weeks. They would also carry out a further dip
sample in February 2021 of those FPN’s issued outside of the lockdown periods.
AGREED;

This was the first time that the OPCC had reported upon complaint reviews which they were
now carrying out. During the reporting period the OPCC had received 24 requests for reviews
regarding the outcome of their complaint to the Constabulary. Of those 5 had been upheld
with the remainder not being upheld.

(iii)

The number of QSPI’s had increased significantly during the year and was attributed to the
Police and Crime Commissioner being more visible and inviting correspondence from members
of the public. This provided a valuable source of intelligence regarding local matters enabling
learning for officers and information to inform the police and crime plan.
AGREED;

44.

that the reports be noted.

COVID-19 REGULATIONS

Members had previously carried out 2 dip samples of issued Fixed Penalty Notice forms that
had been issued for COVID-19 regulation violations. They had raised concern regarding some
of the BAME FPN’s and a response had not yet been provided. The Chief Constable advised
that the Constabulary had carried out a lot of work in relation to this and that a full report
would be provided to the next meeting.
NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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that,
(i)
(ii)

(iv)

45.

the verbal reports be noted;
a full report regarding issued Fixed Penalty Notices to be provided to the
next meeting;
the Chief Constable to be provided with dates of tweets to ascertain why
ethnicity was mentioned; and
the Panel carry out a dip sample of any issued FPN’s during the 4-week
lockdown period in November 2020 and carry out a further dip sample in
February 2021 of those FPN’s issued outside of the lockdown periods.

PANEL TERMS OF REFERENCE, 2021 ANNUAL WORK PROGRAMME AND MEETING
DATES

The Panel’s terms of reference had been reviewed and updated to reflect the work that it now
carries out; and also included within it was the proposed Data Ethics Advisory Group.
A draft of the 2021 work programme was provided to the Panel. In addition to the cyclical
work of the Ethics Panel a discussion was held on what areas of business they could look at as
part of the Thematic review work and a number of topics were discussed. These included –
social media; COVID-19; Positive Action; Business Interests and the use of Polygraphs.
NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Agreed;

that, the proposed areas be included within the Panel’s 2021 work programme

Meeting ended at 4.00 pm

Signed: ___________________________
Panel Chair

Date: _____________________________
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Ethics and Integrity Panel
Title: Property Store Update
Date: 4 February 2021
Agenda Item No: 04c
Originating Officer: Andrew Dobson, Legal Services Department
CC:

At the Ethics and Integrity Panel meeting on 6 November, during a discussion on Civil Claims an
action was raised:(ii)
outcome of the property store review to be provided and ascertain whether or not the new
procedures were in place at the time the claims were made.
Chief Superintendent Rob O’Connor commissioned the piece of work in respect of the property
review.
In summary the report was only completed in September 2020. It is not clear what action has been
taken in respect of it as some of the recommendations are costly (e.g. CCTV). The author also
identifies the need for an improved property management system. This could be costly however
we may l look at a Durham product called ERP (Evidence Review Property) but this may be some
time in the future, so no immediate impact or solution. As an organisation we should not be losing
or damaging third party property, having said that, I would add here that the cost of the claims in
question are all relatively low.
Going forward, an action has recently been picked up by Business Board to look at property so it
may well be the case that the report and what actions are required as a result of it could get picked
up by Business Board. However, at present it would appear that little has happened in response to
the report but that may well be due to the current pandemic and work commitments. Chief
Superintendent O’Conner did however advise that he has been involved in training which has been
delivered to address issues in respect of property including – how to seize it, exhibit it, manage it
and return it and how to record if property is damaged.
When Civil Claims were reported to the Ethics Panel in November, I was reporting on claims made
up to and including 30 September 2020. As the Property Review was not concluded until
September 2020 it can have had no impact upon the claims I was reporting upon. In short, no new
procedures were in place in respect of the claims made which were reported on and this would not
address what we are now doing in respect of the Property Review. The Constabulary’s Business
Board have been allocated an action in respect of this and it is ongoing.
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Ethics and Integrity Panel

Month

Usage
2019
January
2
February
3
March
2
April
2
May
2
June
3
July
3
August
6
September
5
October
3
November
3
December
2
Total
36

Title: SpitGuard Annual Report
Date: 4 February 2020
Agenda Item No: 05
Originating Officer: Inspector D Barr
CC:
Executive Summary:
In January 2019 Cumbria Constabulary took the decision to implement the use of SpitGuards by
officers. Following this a 12 month roll-out training programme was carried out to enable officers
to use SpitGuards when they attended Personal Safety Training courses or as part of new officer
induction training. This report provides a report on the training and usage of Spit Guards by the
Constabulary during 2020.

Recommendation:
That, the Ethics and Integrity Panel note the report.

1.
1.1

Officer Training
Officers may only use SpitGuards once they have been fully trained. Training on the use of
SpitGuard tactics, was rolled out to front line officers at refresher training and initial recruit
training courses throughout 2019 and 2020. On completion of the input, officers were
issued with SpitGuards. By 2020 all officers who were permitted to carry SpitGuards had
them in their possession, thereby making their availability more widespread throughout the
force.

2.
2.1

Use of Spit Guards During 2020
The mesh fabric hoods prevent a person from spitting or biting officers. Being loose-fitting
they do not restrict breathing or impact the wearer’s visibility. Saliva and blood in saliva
can host a variety of diseases, bacteria and viruses and by using the SpitGuards they keep
officers safe. SpitGuards are single use, following which they are disposed of.

2.2

During 2020 there have been 53 incidents where SpitGuards have been used by officers.
The gender breakdown of the detainees being 36 males and 17 females; with their ethnicity
being identified as 52 White British/Irish and 1 BritishAsian. Detailed below is a breakdown
of monthly usage:
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Usage
2020
6
3
2
10*
7
5
7
3
2
2
5
1
53

2.3

As can be seen there has been a 47.2% increase in usage. This is attributed to all officers
now being trained and equipped with SpitGuards should they be required to use them.

2.4

The Professional Standards Department have cross-checked all complaints for 2020 and
there were none recorded, in relation to the use of SpitGuards. This can largely be
attributed to the SpitGuards only being use on an individual for a short period of time.

2.5

April 2020 was the first full month, of the first Covid 19 “lockdown”. A trend developed
when the virus became “weaponised”; with individuals spitting, or threatening to spit,
whilst also threatening officers with becoming infected. This still occurs but with much less
frequency.

2.6

Appended to this report is a breakdown of some of the incidents where Spit Guards have
been used on those under 18 years of age during the year.

Purpose and Background
Complaint Cases and Allegations - Current Quarter
Complaint Cases and Allegations - Types
Complaint Cases and Alegations - Schedule 3
Complaint Cases and Allegations - Outcomes/Status/Performance
Complaint Cases and Allegations- Local/National Issues
Additional Updates - Body Worn Video
Additional Updates - Complaints over 1 year old
Priority Issues, Discovery/Emerging Issues and Learning and Development
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Public Complaints
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Q1 = 105
Q3= 130

5

*Excluding Fox Hunting (FH) Media Complaints Sept 2020

2020 Regs Overall Average = 107 (102*)

Q4 = 81
Q2 = 105 (86*)

Average Number of Complaint Allegations
(2020 Regs) per month per quarter:
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Complaint allegations logged/recorded under the 2020 Regs, have increased in Q3 to 389
compared to the last two quarters, Q1 and Q2, where 315 complaint allegations were
logged/recorded, (Q2* excluding Fox Hunting Media Complaints were 257). The increase in
allegations can in part be attributed to the revised recording practices which have been
continually reviewed by PSD since the implementation of the new 2020 Regs. This increase also
includes 38 allegations which have been recorded in Q3, Oct (10), Nov (18) and Dec (3), which
have been added to legacy cases recorded in previous quarters. November’s peak is discussed in
subsequent sections.

Public Complaints:
Complaint Cases and Allegations – Current Quarter
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• The IOPC uses this data to understand how forces handle public complaints and to assess trends.

• A Public Complaint is any expression of dissatisfaction with a police force that is expressed by or on behalf of a
member of the public. Each complaint may consist of one or more specific allegation. Complaint allegations are
broken down into a number of categories to assist with recording and analysis. Following the introduction of the
new regulations (01/02/2020) all complaints are logged, and unless dealt with "There and Then" within Area are
handled by staff within PSD. This can be via immediate Service Recovery (Listen – Say Sorry – Fix It), Reasonable
and Proportionate (R&P) enquiries or an Investigation.

• In reviewing information, in addition to Constabulary systems, regard is given to partner agencies including the
Independent Office for Police Conduct (IOPC).

• Data extracted utilises information from Cumbria Constabulary ICT systems which includes Centurion, the PSD case
management system.

• The range of the data for this quarterly report is from 1 October to 31 December 2020.

• Complaints from members of the public with regard the actions and conduct of Police Officers and Staff are
currently recorded centrally through the Professional Standards Department (PSD).

Purpose and Background

Public Complaints
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*In Q2 L-Other was second placed group but this was due to large number of
complaints regarding a single issue relating to Fox Hunting.

H – Individual behaviours remains consistent at 14%, the same
as Q2.

B – Police powers, policies and procedures 29% of allegations
this quarter is an increase on Q2 16% (20% excluding Fox
Hunting allegations). However, is on par with Q1 figures of 28%.

A- Delivery of duties and service 44% of allegations is on par
with Q2 if including the Fox Hunting complaints (43%),
however, is a decrease from Q2 of 55%, if excluding the Fox
Hunting complaints. However, when compared to Q1 is a small
increase from 40% in Q1 to 44% in Q3.

Despite the rise in the number of allegations logged/recorded in
Q3, the percentage split of the complaint allegations on the
whole remains relatively similar to previous quarters. As with
the previous three quarters, the highest recorded group is
Group A followed by Group B* and then Group H*:

The chart shows the complaint allegations recorded/logged by complaint group for this quarter. The new 2020 Regulations consist of 45 types of
complaint allegations making up 11 allegation complaint groups Appendix 1

Public Complaints:
Complaint Cases and Allegations - Types
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*Excluding Fox Hunting (FH) Media Complaints Sept 2020

2020 Regs overall average = 78 (73*)

Average Number of Complaint Cases (2020 Regs) per
month:
Q4 = 63
Q1 = 81
Q2 = 90 (70*)
Q3= 78
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A total of 233 complaint cases were recorded in Q3. Complaint cases this quarter have
remained relatively consistent and in line with previous quarters, this is despite the 25%
rise in allegations recorded/logged. November’s peak is discussed in subsequent sections.
December shows joint least cases recorded but this could be expected due to seasonal
changes. The average number of complaint cases (78) recorded per month this quarter
represents the current overall average for all months under the 2020 Regs (78).

Public Complaints:
Complaint Cases and Allegations – Current Quarter
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B4 – Use of Force Update - in relation to the rise last quarter, it appears that this may have been the reports returning to consistent levels. The number of
reports in Q2 and Q3 are similar with only a small rise from 19 to 21 allegations. The higher numbers of allegations are seen in months post the initial
Covid-19 lockdown when interaction with the public increased. Allegations will be monitored again next quarter.
See Appendix 2 Complaints by Area

A1 – Police action following contact - despite the peak in November, there has not been an increase in A1 allegations this quarter. As 9 x A1 allegations
linked to 9 cases were De-Recorded in Q3, thus, when discounting these allegations the figures are consistent to Q2.

H5 – Overbearing or harassing behaviours - Q2 4 allegations increased to 20 allegations in Q3. These allegations form 3 cases in Oct and 7 cases in both
Nov and Dec. One case accounts for 3 allegations but the rest are spread over the remaining cases which span various issues. Some themes include 5 cases
related to roads policing, three of these relating to FPN and 5 cases relate in part to Covid-19.

A2 – Decisions - Q2 33 allegations increased to 55 allegations in Q3. These allegations form 10 cases in Oct, 14 in Nov and 18 in Dec. 1 case has 5
allegations linked to it and is still Live. 2 cases from the same individual account for 4 allegations. The remaining allegations are spread across various cases
raising a variety of issues, primarily in relation to why cases have been finalised NFA and these are mostly Harassment related criminal investigations.

B2 –Searches of premises and seizure or property - Q2 5 allegations has increased to 28 allegations in Q3. The November peak can be explained by 2 cases
both with 5 x B2 allegations each relating to the same incident which were recorded separately, however, equally could have been dealt with under the
same complaint case. These were recorded post revised recording practices.

B2 – Searches of premises and seizure or property, A2 - Decisions and H5 –Overbearing or harassing behaviours have all seen overall increases this
quarter compared to last quarter. These increases exceed the 25% overall increase in the number of allegations recorded/logged this quarter.

Public Complaints:
Complaint Cases and Allegations – Types
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Appendix 1 2020 Regulations Complaint Allegation Types reference table

The graph shows the number of complaint allegations by type which have been logged/recorded during each month of
Q3 and which form the Q3 complaint cases.

Count of Complaint Allegation Types - Logged/Recorded by Month in Q3

Public Complaints:
Complaint Cases and Allegations – Types

*ComparedtofiguresexcludingFox HuntingMediaComplaints in Q2.

Outside
Schedule 3 Logged
Complaints,
240, 67%

Schedule 3 Recorded
Complaints,
118, 33%

Q3 Complaint Allegations - Schedule 3
Recorded vs Logged Complaints
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Q3, similar to Q2, has seen a significant amount of complaints being dealt with outside of Schedule 3, thus, are logged and Service Recovered at an early opportunity.
Nearly 4/5ths of cases are dealt with Outside of Schedule 3 but this percentage split decreases to just over 2/3rd when considering allegations. The number of allegations
linked to complaint cases is greater when the complaint case is Recorded rather than Logged. Logged complaint cases on average have 1.3 allegations logged per case,
whereas, Recorded complaint cases have on average 2.4 allegations recorded per case.
The percentage of Recorded complaint allegations due to Force/LPB determination has increased from 12% to 18% of all allegations. Also, the number of complaint
allegations Recorded because the Complainant wished for the complaint to be recorded have increased from 2% to 9%. The Force determine increases may in part be due
to the revised recording practices introduced in Q3.

Outside
Schedule 3
- Logged
Complaints,
183, 79%

Schedule 3 Recorded
Complaints,
50, 21%

Q3 Complaint Cases - Schedule 3
Recored vs Logged Complaints

The below figures relate to complaint allegations logged/recorded in Q3 and added to cases logged/recorded in the Q3 period only.

Public Complaints:
Complaint Cases and Allegations – Schedule 3

10

Ofthenon-Organisationalallegations,43%allocatedtoaShiftbuttherearenearlya
third(31%)whereithasnotbeennotedwhomtheallegationsrelatespecificallyto.
However,thegeographical area of thecomplaintallegationhas been recorded on the
majorityoftheseallegationswhichcouldaidin determiningwhomtheymay referto.
It is not always possible or reasonable and proportionate to drill down whom a
complaint may refer to whenundertakingServiceRecovery.

The new regulations have a greater emphasis on recording under Organisational
where appropriate. This quarter there has been a decrease in the number of
allegations being noted as Organisational. There were 23% Organisational and 77%
IndividualinQ3comparedto29%Organisationaland71%IndividualinQ2*.

Complaint allegations fallundertwocategories.Thesecan be splitintoOrganisational
allegations logged/recorded against the Constabulary and non-Organisational
Individual allegations which are usually attributed and logged/recorded against a
named individual officer/staff member. A complaint case may have both
OrganisationalandIndividualallegationslinked to it.
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Individual,
276, 77%

Organisational,
82, 23%

Q3 - Organisational vs Individual
Complaint Allegations

Public Complaints:
Complaint Cases and Allegations – Types
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Also see Covid-19 related issues in Conduct section.

Covid-19
The number of cases and allegations citing Covid-19 related issues, at least in part, have doubled from 6% in Q2 to 12% in Q3.
However, this is not as high as those seen in Q1. These complaints span an array of issues, primarily relating to police powers on
restrictions splitting down into ‘Other’ complaints and complaints relating to ‘Searches’. There is a spike of Covid-19 related
complaints in November, however as previously noted, these relate to 2 linked cases and also a third case which have 4
allegations each relating to Covid-19.

Public Complaints:
Complaint Cases and Allegations – Local/National Issues

13

12

The single Case to Answer resulted in an Officer being issued a
Written Warning, as a result of a Public Complaint regarding H5
Overbearing or harassing behaviour, It concerned an interaction
between the officer and a motorist during a roads policing training
exercise, which received adverse coverage on social media and in the
press.

Cases where The service provided was not acceptable has risen from 2
to 5 but remain very low.

Despite an increase in cases awaiting finalisation, 20 more than last
quarter, there has been an increase in the number of cases finalised
as Resolved by the complaints investigators in Q3 compared to Q2 (if
excluding the 58 Fox Hunting complaint cases in Q2 which were dealt
with as a collective by the DCI), an increase from 110 cases in Q2 to
119 in Q3.

This chart shows the outcomes of the complaint cases and allegations
which have been recorded and finalised within this quarter and any
that were Live as of 31/12/2020.
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Allegs

The service provided was acceptable

The service provided was not acceptable

2

4

No further action required
Not determined if the service was…

6

1

Not Resolved - NFA

Resolved

De-Recorded

Withdrawn

Live

Q3 Complaint Cases and Allegations Status/Outcomes

Public Complaints:
Complaint Cases and Allegations – Outcomes/Status/Performance
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At the request of OPCC, it is a requirement to report on any complaints which are still Live 1 year after having
been recorded and to outline the rationale as to why they have not been concluded.

Public Complaints over 1 Year old

Public Complaints:
Additional Updates – Complaints over 1 year old
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3 Lessons Learnt were recorded in relation to BWV not being used correctly. As a consequence As a consequence some officers were subject of
Reflective Practice; another had a Development Plan initiated; and some officers young in service were given learning in relation to use of BWV by
their supervision. Overall, the officers noted in the substantiated BWV cases, were primarily young in service with less than 3 years’ service and/or
young in rank and whom are mostly still in their probation and learning all aspects of policing.

Issues relating to BWV were highlighted by the complainant in 5 Complaints cases, but also equally as many by Investigators whilst dealing with cases
concerning other matters, 1 Conduct case ad 5 Complaint cases. Of note only 2 of the 5 Complaint cases where the complainant highlighted potential
issues with use of BWV were substantiated.

During the period of 01/04/2020 and 15/12/2020, 713 Complaint (CO) cases were logged/recorded and 45 Conduct (CM) cases recorded. In total 10
Complaint cases (1.4%) and 1 Conduct case (2.2%) referred to a potential issue with the use of BWV by an Officer. However, the BWV issue in each of
these cases was not a standalone issue, but was highlighted as part of other allegations within the same Complaint or Conduct case.

At the request of the previous Ethics Panel Meeting, complaints relating to the use of Body Worn Video (BWV), whether that be the inappropriate use
or lack of BWV, and also the use of BWV when addressing a complaint have been analysed and the results are outlined below.

Body Worn Video - Complaints

Public Complaints:
Additional Updates – Body Worn Video

Outside of Schedule 3 Complaints (Logged Complaints) -There has been an increase in the number of cases finalised as Resolved by the complaints
investigators in Q3 compared to Q2 (if excluding the 58 Fox Hunting complaint cases in Q2 which were dealt with as a collective by PSD DCI), an
increase from 110 cases in Q2 to 119 in Q3. Cases where The service provided was not acceptable remain low.
Organisational complaint allegations have decreased from 29% to 22% this quarter (excluding Fox Hunting Q2 collective complaints). However,
when considering complaint cases by area, there is a consistent number of complaint cases concerning Organisational issues which sit at around
30% per area which have been attributed to the Organisation rather than an Individual Officer or Police Staffs member.

•

•

LessonsLearnt - 15 LessonsLearnt recordedandactionedthisquarter, 1 Organisationaland14 Individual. Theyspana varietyof
issues from Driving and Victim Support being noted in more than one lesson to information being passed correctly in other
lessons.Themajorityofthe lessonshavebeengiven to younginserviceofficers, althoughsomemoreexperiencedofficershave
alsoreceivedlessons.

•

19

Area–NorthincludingHQandCCRremainstheareawiththemostcomplaintscasesfollowedbySouthandthenWest;South
hasreturnedtoabove Westthis quarter,although theircomplaint figuresareveryclose. Overall thereare noparticularshifts
withsignificantlyhighernumbersofcomplaint cases.

•
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Common Complaints - The most common type of complaint allegations still fall under Groups A and B followed by Group H.
Group A percentage split of allegations has seen an overall decrease compared to Q2, whereas, Group B percentage split of
complaint allegations have seen an increase; Group H have remained consistent. A1 Police action following contact and A2
Decisionsbothremainthemost commontypesofcomplaintsmade,with an increase in A2 thisquarter.B2Searchesofpremises
andseizureofpropertypercentageshareincreaseincomplaintallegationscanbeexplainedbytwolinkedcasesrelatingtothe
same incident and therefore is not deemed significant. These cases also account for B2 being second most common in South
cases.H5Overbearingorharassingbehaviourshaveseenarisethisquarter,whichalsoaccountsforH5beingranked3rd most
common for North, however, these are primarily linked to Covid-19 complaint cases which have also seen a rise this quarter.

•

Priority Issues

Complaints :

Schedule 3 Complaints (Recorded Complaints) –similar to previous quarters, a large majority of complaint cases, 79%, were Resolved swiftly
outside of Schedule 3 and 21% of complaint cases were recorded under Schedule 3. The reasons for such complaints being recorded have seen
increases in both Force determination as well as complainants wishing for their complaint to be recorded, however, over half of the cases were
Force determination.

•
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Overview – The average number of cases logged/recorded per month this quarter is 78, which is in line with the overall average number of
complaints per month logged/recorded under the 2020 Regulations which is currently 78 cases (73* excluding Q2 Fox Hunting collective
complaints). The decrease in cases in December this quarter is likely seasonal. The number of allegations have however increased by 25% this
quarter and this can be explained by the revised recording practices which have been continually under review since the implementation of the
2020 Regulations. Of note, the additional allegations are more likely to be added to recorded Schedule 3 complaint cases, Logged complaint cases
on average attract 1.3 allegations per case whereas Recorded complaint cases have on average 2.4 allegations recorded per case.

•
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Figures in this report have been developed from previous reports to focus, where possible, on Case data rather than just Allegation data to provide
additional insight in to both Logged and Recorded Public Complaints.

•

Priority Issues

Complaints :

There & Then (T&T) Resolved – North remains the area who resolve the most complaints There and Then. However, there has
been a significant positive increase in CCR are dealing with more complaints There and Then compared to Q2.

•

•
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Covid-19 related complaints have risen in this quarter, albeit not up to Q1 levels, but they will be monitored in Q4.
20

Complaints in relation to CCR can now be determined with greater ease with the introduction in Q3 of a CMR area on the PSD
database which allows more accurate recording and analysis. CCR have received similar numbers of complaints this quarter
but they refer more to Group A complaints rather than Group H as seen in previous quarter.

•

Q3 Issues:

Use of Force (B4) complaints in both West and South are consistent, with more seen in North. Overall numbers of UoF
complaints in Q3 are relatively comparable to Q2. Therefore, Q2 and Q3 figures are likely to reflect officers coming in to
contact with more individuals post the lifting of Covid-19 Lockdown 1 restrictions which could account for an increase on the
Q1 figures.

•

Q2 Issues Updates:

Discovery/Emerging Issues

Complaints :

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

Reason
Eligibility
Total
8 Candidates – No
maths or English, No
ILR in UK
Gender breakdown
5M 3F

Inhouse Interview
4 candidates
2M 2F
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Ethics and Integrity Panel

Title: Update on Operation Uplift, Positive Action
and Unconscious Bias Training

Date: 20 October 2020
Agenda Item No: 08
Originating Officer: Superintendent Lisa Hogan
CC:

Positive action update 26 January 2021.

1 officer already in training and 12 waiting at vetting and medical. 2 more candidates awaiting final
interviews, having already passed OLA with other forces. We also have 2 more search results
pending who will then go to medical and vetting after that.

The pipeline is standing at 31.

We currently have one officer who has joined the force who was already resident of Cumbria. We
have 12 candidates at vetting and medical and they are the following geographical split, 5 already
live in Cumbria, 7 live outside the County. Gender split is 7M 5F.

These figures do not include the successful candidates (2 Asian, breakdown Indian & Pakistani, 1
Black African) or those candidates who are still in the recruitment pipelines.

PCDA Stats

Ethnic Breakdown
1 Other
1 Indian
1 Other black
1 Other mixed
1 White Asian
1 White & Black African
2 White European
1 Indian
3 Eastern European

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

Withdrawals
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1M 1F

1 Eastern European
1 Indian

Online Assessment

2 withdrawals for
family & other force
interest
2 Candidate

1M 1F

Final PCDA Totals

16 candidates

9M 7F

1 Indian
1 Eastern European
1 Other
4 Indian
1 Other Black
1 Other Mixed
1 White Asian
1 White & Black African
2 White European
5 Eastern European

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

Online Assessment
Final DC DHEP Totals

Nil
7 Candidates

Nil
5M 2F

NIL
2 Other
1 Indian
1 Other Mixed
1 White Irish
2 White European

Reason
Eligibility

Total
14 Candidates

Gender Breakdown
9M 5F

Inhouse Interview

9 Candidates

5M 4F

Withdrawals

6 Candidates

3M 3F

Online Assessments

6 Candidate

4M 2F

Overall data

35 candidates

21M 14F

Ethnic Breakdown
1 Indian
1 other black
1 Other mixed
1 White Asian
1 white & Black African
3 white European
Any Other 3
3 Pakistani
2 Indian,
3 Eastern European,
1 Other mixed,
1 White Irish,
2 White European
1 Asian Bangladeshi
1 South American
1 South African
1 Any Other
1 Eastern European
1 Indian
5 Eastern European, 1
Indian
5 Indian
1 Other Black
2 Other Mixed
1 White Asian
1 White and Black
African
5 White European
4 Other
3 Pakistani
9 Eastern European
1 White Irish
1 Bangladeshi
1 South American
1 South African

Overall Figures

Degree Holder Entry Programme (DHEP) Stats
Reason
Eligibility

Total
5 Candidates

Gender Breakdown
4M 1F

Inhouse Interview
Withdrawals

Nil
3 Candidates

Nil
2M 1F

Online Assessment
Final DHEP Totals

4 Candidate
12 Candidates

3M 1F
9M 3F

Ethnic Breakdown
1 Any Other
3 Pakistani
1 White European
1 Bangladeshi
1 South American
1 South African
4 Eastern European
1 Any Other
3 Pakistani
1 White European
1 Bangladeshi
1 South American
1 South African
4 Eastern European

DC Degree Holder Entry Programme (DHEP) Stats
Reason
Eligibility
Inhouse Interview

Total
1 Candidate
5 Candidates

Gender Breakdown
1F
3M 2F (No PA input to
any)

Withdrawals

1 Candidate

1F
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Ethnic Breakdown
1 Any Other
1 Indian
1 other mixed
1 white Irish
2 white European
1 Any Other
*These figures are taken from May 2020 to the current day.
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Ethics and Integrity Panel
Unconscious Bias training update 26/01/2021

Unconscious Bias was delivered as part of the face to face training of stop and search which was
delivered to 568 front line officers between September and December 2016.
It was also included in the follow up training for 97 front line supervisors in the stop and search
follow up face to face training from September to October 2017.
All staff within Cumbria Constabulary (2168) completed an Unconscious Bias e learning programme
in September - October 2018.
Unconscious bias is included in officer initial training through IPLDP/PEQF.

Title: Cumbria Constabulary Freedom of
Information & Data Protection Compliance
Date: 4th February 2021
Agenda Item No: 10a
Originating Officer: Mr David Cherry
Executive Summary:
As a public authority, Cumbria Constabulary is required comply with the requirements of the Freedom
of Information Act 2000 and respond to information requests within the statutory timescale. As a Data
Controller, the Chief Constable is also required to process personal data lawfully and respond to ‘subject
access requests’ within the statutory timescales specified within the Data Protection Act 2018.
This report provides an update on the levels of compliance achieved by the Constabulary in 2020, in
respect of responses provided to freedom of information and subject access requests.
Recommendation:
That the members of the Panel note this report.
1.

Introduction and Background

1.1

As a public authority, Cumbria Constabulary is required to comply with the requirements of the
Freedom of Information Act 2000. These requirements include the right of an individual to ask
whether specified information is held by the Constabulary and, if that is the case, to be provided
with that information, subject to the applicability of relevant exemptions. With limited
exceptions, the Act requires that a response to a request is provided within 20 working days of
a request being received.

1.2

The Chief Constable, as Data Controller for Cumbria Constabulary, is also obliged to ensure that
Cumbria Constabulary complies with the requirements of the Data Protection Act 2018. These
requirements include a provision for an applicant to request access to personal data which may
be held about them. A response to a ‘subject access request, as the right of access is commonly
known as, is required to be provided within 1 calendar month, although this can be extended in
limited circumstances by a further 2 months.

1.3

The Information Commissioner has indicated that an acceptable level of compliance for public
authorities to meet, for both freedom of information and subject access requests, is 90% of
requests closed within the statutory timescales. However, since the onset of the current public
health emergency the Commissioner has gone on record to acknowledge that many public
authorities have had to revise existing priorities and accordingly the Commissioner has indicated
she will take a pragmatic approach to enforcement when the statutory timescales are not met.
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The Information Management Team, which forms part of the ICT, Business Development and
Information Management Command, is responsible for responding to freedom of information
requests and subject access requests, received by the Constabulary.

Freedom of Information Requests
250
200

2.

Issues for Consideration

2.1

Freedom of Information Requests

2.1.1

In late 2018, early 2019 a significant backlog of FOI requests arose due to the number and
complexity of requests received, and also due to staffing issues in the Team responsible for
processing such requests, which adversely affected the level of compliance with the statutory
timescale.

150
100
50
0
Jan

2.1.2

In the interests of transparency, in August 2019 chief officers agreed the Information
Commissioner’s Office should be informed about the backlog and the resulting impact on the
Constabulary’s ability to comply with the statutory timescales.

2.1.3

In consultation with the Commissioner’s Office, an Action Plan was agreed containing a number
of actions aimed at assisting the Constabulary to return to acceptable levels of compliance. A
temporary increase in staffing levels was also approved by Chief Officers which increased the
number of FOI Decision Makers trained to deal with requests.

2.1.4

As a result of the actions taken, the backlog of requests was cleared by the end of January 2020
and since that point the Constabulary has achieved a satisfactory level of compliance which has
exceeded 90% in most months.

2.1.5

In the calendar year 2020, the number of freedom of information requests received by the
Constabulary was 941, a decrease of 20% on the number of requests (1171) received in the 2019
calendar year. The scale of this decrease was experienced across the police service and
coincided with the onset of Covid-19. From November 2020 onwards, the Constabulary has
begun to see a rise in the number of requests received, to near the levels that were seen prior
to Covid-19.

2.1.6

The chart on page 3 of this report shows the number of requests received in each month, the
number of requests ‘closed’ and the number of those requests that were closed within the
statutory timescale. In total, 857 of 1009 requests were closed in 2020 within the required 20
working day period with an overall compliance rate of 85%. Excluding January figures, which
are skewed by the number of requests closed out-with the statutory timescale as part of the
work to clear the backlog, 734 of 772 requests were closed from February onwards, with a
compliance rate of 95%.

Feb

Mar

Apr

Requests received

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Requests Closed*

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Closed ‘in Time’

* Closed ‘in time’ performance for 2020 adversely affected by the number of overdue requests from
2019, which were finally closed by 31/01/20.

2.1.7

Of the 941 requests received in 2020, 471 (50%) are known to have been made by a person from
a media organisation and the true figure is suspected to be higher than this. Common requests
for information include those which have sought the disclosure of information relating to Covid19 - 75 requests on this subject were received.

2.2

Subject Access Requests

2.2.1

In 2020, the Constabulary received 183 ‘subject access requests’ from persons seeking access
to personal data held about them by the Constabulary. This was a 4.6% increase on the 175
requests received in 2019.

2.2.2

The requests received by the Constabulary were typically from members of the public who had
some form of interaction with the Constabulary. The Constabulary does also receive requests
from its own officers and staff, including retired personnel, requesting information about
themselves. Whilst not exclusively the case, requests from serving personnel tend to arise
following their involvement in some form of dispute with their line manager, or with the
Constabulary. Whilst requests from serving and former personnel are only a small proportion
of the overall number of subject access requests received, these requests tend to take a
disproportionally large amount of time to process due to the volume of information held.

2.2.3

The Constabulary is beginning to see a small but rising trend of requests from members of the
public which seek the disclosure of video footage, for example an interaction with that person
captured on body worn video, or Custody CCTV footage. Requests of this nature can also take
a significant amount of time to process due to the need to copy footage and, in some cases, to
pixilate the faces of other persons who are also captured on the footage.

2.2.4

The chart below shows the number of requests received in each month, the number of requests
‘closed’ and the number of those requests that were closed within the statutory timescale.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Subject Access Requests
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Closed ‘in Time’

*Includes Requests closed regardless of when received.
2.2.5

In total, 146 requests were closed in 2020 within the statutory timescale, out of 183, an overall
compliance rate of 80%. Whilst this figure is below the 90% benchmark considered to be
acceptable by the Commissioner, the attainment of this level of compliance should be
considered against the backdrop of different ways of working that have necessarily had to be
introduced in order that social distancing and other government guidance can be complied with.
This figure is also broadly similar to levels of compliance achieved by other forces and there is
no indication the Commissioner is unduly concerned, given the acknowledgement that public
authorities will have a range of competing priorities in the current climate.

3.

Other Considerations

3.1.1

A review of the existing information management structure and roles has been ongoing since
April 2019. Chief officers have agreed in principle to a change to the existing structure and an
uplift in the number of personnel who will work across information management functions. It
is anticipated that a formal consultation process will commence in February 2021 and, subject
to the outcome of the consultation process, a transition to a revised structure will begin shortly
afterwards.

3.1.2

Title: OPCC INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
COMPLIANCE
Date: 21 January 2021
Agenda Item No: 10b
Originating Officer: Joanne Head, OPCC Governance Manager
CC:
Executive Summary:
As a public authority, the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner is required to process
information in an appropriate manner including complying with the Freedom of Information Act
2000 and the Data Protection Act 2018. Both Acts entitle an individual to request information from
a public authority and as such public authorities must comply with requests under this legislation.
The Acts clearly identify how a request should be processed including timescales in which an
individual should be provided with the requested information or advised why an exemption is
being applied.

Recommendation:
That, the members of the Panel note the report.

1.

Introduction & Background

1.1

This report is to provide information to the Panel, acting on behalf of the Commissioner, so
the Panel can assure the Commissioner that the OPCC are complying with the Freedom of
Information Act and the Data Protection Act.

1.2

The Chief Constable and the Police & Crime Commissioner (the Commissioner) are
required to comply with the Freedom of Information (FOI) Act, the Environmental
Information Regulations where applicable and the Data Protection Act. Set out within the
legislation is how a request is to be processed and within what timescales.

1.3

On an annual basis the Commissioner agrees a “Funding Arrangement” with the Chief
Constable. This arrangement sets out the terms and conditions under which the
Commissioner will provide funding to the Chief Constable during the Funding Period.
Detailed within Section 17 of the Funding Arrangement the Chief Constable will comply
with their obligations detailed within the Data Protection Act 2018 and the General Data
Protection Regulations (GDPR) effective from 25 May 2018. Where appropriate the Chief

It is anticipated that the planned uplift in personnel, coupled with the implementation of a
revised structure will increase resilience across information management functions and ensure
the Constabulary is well placed to cope with the challenges the future will bring.

4.

Implications

4.1

It is recognised that the Constabulary does not consistently respond to subject access requests
within the statutory timescale and therefore there is a risk of enforcement action by the
Information Commissioner. It is considered that at the present time this risk is low and the risk
will be mitigated with the implementation of the revised structure, referred to above and the
uplift in personnel this will bring.

David Cherry
Force Disclosure Manager

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Constable must notify individuals that their personal data may be transferred to the
Commissioner as required under the funding arrangement. They should ensure this is
carried out via a secure means of transmission.
28

1.4

1.5

2.

The Chief Constable agrees to assist and cooperate with the Commissioner, where
necessary, to enable the Commissioner to comply with their obligations under the FOI Act
and the Environmental Information Regulations whenever a request is made for
information.

51

In the event that a request received by the Chief Constable under the FOI Act or the
Environmental Information Regulations includes a request for information, either (i)
provided to the Chief Constable by the Commissioner, or (ii) where a reasonably objective
observer would consider that disclosure of that information would be likely to have a
prejudicial impact on the Commissioner's priorities and responsibilities, the Chief
Constable shall in good faith take account of any representations submitted by the
Commissioner about the applicability of any exemptions under the FOI Act or exceptions
under the Environmental Information Regulations.

Issues for Consideration

51

2018

2.5

2019

2020

The Act requires that requests for information are dealt with within 20 working days. This
timescale commences the day after the request is received. The table below illustrates the
number of requests received by the OPCC and how they were dealt with.

Freedom of Information Act
2.1

2.2

The OPCC on its website publishes a procedure for dealing with FOI requests. This enables
the OPCC to ensure that it meets its statutory obligations under the FOI Act and to inform
members of the public to in how to make an FOI request.
http://www.cumbria-pcc.gov.uk/media/21801/2014-03-02%20FOI%20Procedure.pdf

2.3

When responding to requests under the FOI Act essentially information provided is released
into the public domain. In order to be open and transparent the OPCC publishes the
requests it has received and the responses it has provided on a monthly basis. These
disclosure logs can be found on the Commissioner’s website:
http://www.cumbria-pcc.gov.uk/governance-transparency/freedom-of-information.aspx

2.4

YEAR

In order to have assurance that the OPCC and the Constabulary are complying with the
Freedom of Information Act, the Police and Crime Commissioner has delegated authority to
the Ethics and Integrity Panel to monitor this areas of business. This report is to provide
assurance to the Panel that the OPCC are complying with the Freedom of Information Act.

The chart below shows the number of FOI requests that the OPCC has received from over
the past 3 years.

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

N° of
Requests
Received
39
25
15
28
51
51
28

Within 20
working
days
34
24
14
28
48
48
26

Over 20
working
days
3
0
1
0
3
3
2

Request
withdrawn
2
0
1
0
0
0
0

Internal
Reviews
0
2
1
0
0
0
0

ICO
Appeals
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2.6

There are a number of reasons why a request cannot be dealt with within the 20-working
day timescale. In cases where the request is taking longer to process, under Section 10 of
the Act where a qualified exemption is being applied a public authority may extend the
deadline for consideration of public interest tests for a time which is reasonable.

2.7

Following receipt of information a requestor can, if they are unhappy with the information
they have received or feel they should be entitled to further information, request the OPCC
to undertake an Internal Review. This involves the OPCC looking at the request again and
determining whether or not further information should be disclosed. In 2020, the Office of
the Police and Crime Commissioner did not receive any internal review requests.

2.8

If a requestor still remains dissatisfied with a response they have received, they can then
appeal to the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) and have them undertake a review
of the OPCC’s decision. During this process the ICO look to work with the organisation to
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ensure that the correct information has been disclosed and where appropriate identify
further information which can be disclosed. In the last 3 years the OPCC has not had any
appeals dealt with by the ICO.
2.9

Information Provided:
The Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner received varied requests during 2020 and
of those where information was provided was largely in relation to funding/grant
applications. Two requests related to staff numbers and staff salary costs. A number of
requests received relate to ‘transparency data’ and in each case the requester is pointed to
our website which details when information for each quarter will be available.
Having received a request, where the OPCC does not hold the information as the
information requested relates to the Constabulary; the requestor is advised of this and
where appropriate provided with the contact details of the Constabulary. Figures included
below:

27

2.12

Under the FOI Act the OPCC is required to maintain and publish a Publication Scheme. The
scheme must specify classes of information which the OPCC publishes or intends to publish
and whether or not this is freely available to the public or if there will be a charge. The
OPCC maintains such a scheme and it is published on the OPCC website within the Freedom
of Information Section.

2.13

In addition the Commissioner is required under the Elected Local Policing Bodies (Specified
Information) Order 2011 to publish information in relation to the following:

21

•
•
•
•
•
•

14

2.14
2018

2.10

2.11

2019

2020

In addition to the OPCC not holding the information it may be necessary not to provide a
requestor with information due to qualified or absolute exemptions being applied. Where
exemptions are applied consideration is given to the public interest as to whether the
information should be disclosed or not. Generally, exemptions are applied where the
information requested relates to an individual, the information is already publically
available or is to be published at a later date. On some occasions a requestor may ask for
anumber of pieces of information which could result in some information being provided
and other information being exempted within the same request.
The chart below illustrates the number of requests where information was not disclosed
due to an applied exemption.

Who they are and what they do
What they spend and how they spend it
What their priorities are and how they are doing
How they make, record and publish their decisions
What policies and procedures govern the operation of the office of PCC
Public disclosure of a register of interests

The OPCC endeavours to be as open and transparent as possible with regards to the work it
and Commissioner carries out. By taking this approach it also enables members of the
public to access such information and therefore negate the need for the public to request
information via the FOI Act.
Data Protection Act – Subject Access Requests

2. 15 The purpose of the Data Protection Act is to:
i) Make provision for the regulation of the processing of information relating to
individuals, including the obtaining, holding, use or disclosure of such information;
ii) Protect individuals from the use of incorrect information about them whether that
information is automatically processed or held manually in a `relevant filing system’;
iii) Protect individuals from the improper use of correct information held about them;
iv) Provide individuals with the right to know of and correct such information held about
them and to claim compensation in situations where they suffer damage or distress
as a result of the loss, destruction or unauthorised disclosure of data;
v) Ensure UK compliance with the European Directive on the protection of individuals in
regard to the processing of their personal data.
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The Data Protection Act applies whenever personal data is processed by a Data Controller in
accordance with the Act. The Police and Crime Commissioner is the Data Controller for
Cumbria Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC). The OPCC is required to
ensure that before any personal data is processed there is a legal basis for that processing.
The Act requires that all personal data is maintained in accordance with the 8 Data
Protection Principles, unless an exemption applies. The OPCC collates, stores and processes
data in accordance with legislation and the Data Protection Act (DPA) Policy and procedures.
Section 7(1) of the Act gives individuals the right to access their personal data and they can
do this by making a Subject Access Request (SAR) in writing and paying a fee. An applicant
is entitled to:
• Be told whether any personal data is being processed;
• Given a description of the personal data, the reasons it is being processed and
whether it will be given to any other organisations or people;
• Given a copy of their personal data; and
• Given details of the source of the data (wherever this is available).

2.18 Below is a chart detailing the number of Subject Access Requests received in the last 3 years.
As can be seen, the OPCC does not as a matter of course receive or deal with large
quantities of SAR’s.

2.19

The Act requires that Subject Access Requests for information are dealt with within one
month. This timescale commences the day after the request is received. The table below
illustrates the number of requests received by the OPCC and how they were dealt with in
comparison with previous years.

YEAR

2018
2019
2020

N° of
Requests
Received
2
3
0

Within 40
days
2
3
0

Over 40
days
0
0
0

Request
withdrawn
0
0
0

ICO
Appeals
0
0
0
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2.20

During 2018 the OPCC received 4 separate sets of information which was sent in error to its
staff. These were reported to the Joint Data Protection Officer (DPO) and dealt with
appropriately with the OPCC deleting the information received where appropriate. In 2019
information was sent to an incorrect email address and was reported to the Joint DPO.
There was no personal information contained in the email other than the first name of an
individual and this did not identify who they were. The recipient contacted the OPCC and
the email was deleted by them. No Data Protection breaches having been identified were
required to be reported to the Information Commissioner’s Office during the last 3 years.

3.

Joint Data Protection Officer

3.1

With the introduction of the Data Protection Act 2018 and the General Data Protection
Regulations (GDPR) on 25 May 2018, the OPCC was required to appoint a Data Protection
Officer. Their role is to inform and advise the Data Controller of their obligations under the
UK GDPR and other relevant data protection laws; and be the first point of contact for the
Information Commissioner.

3.2

A Data Protection Officer monitors compliance with data protection laws, including
managing internal data protection activities, advise on data protection impact assessments,
train staff and conduct internal audits. To enable them to carry out this role they must
have professional experience and knowledge of data protection law proportionate to the
type of processing carried out by the organisation.

3.3

The legislation allows for an individual to be appointed as a Data Protection Officer by more
than one data controller, taking into account of their organisational structure and size.
With this in mind, the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner agreed that they would
have a Joint Data Protection Officer (JDPO) with the Constabulary.

3.4

This arrangement has worked well since its introduction with the OPCC receiving
professional support and guidance from the appointed JDPO. It has also enabled oversight
of both organisations to identify any issues or trends.

3.5

A Personal Data Breach guidance document was developed to allow all members of staff to
be aware of the requirements when reporting a breach. Any breaches in relation to
information once identified must be notified to the Joint DPO within 72 hours, who will
then deal with them appropriately.

3.6

On a six-monthly basis the OPCC Deputy Chief Executive, the Joint DPO and the OPCC
Governance Manager meet to discuss any identified issues, emerging trends and themes. It
also ensures knowledge and processes are up to date.
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4.

Implications

4. 1

Financial - failure by t he OPCC to comply with legislation could lead to financial penalties
up to 20m Euros.

4.2

Legal – Freedom of Information Act, Data Protection Act and the General Data Protection
Regulations are statute and the OPCC is thereby required to comply with them. Failure to
do so could lead to financial penalties or legal proceedings.

4.3

Risk - should the OPCC fail to ensure that it processes and stores data in line with legislation
it risks heavy financial penalties, adverse publicity and potential litigation.

4.4

HR / Equality - the new legislation has increased the rights of individuals to have their
information processed fairly and where necessary removed.

4.5

I.T – the OPCC website has been updated to ensure that it complies with legislation.

Agenda Item No 12

ANNUAL
REPORT
2020

Ethics
&
Integrity
Panel

The Police and Crime Commissioner and the Chief Constable

Forward of the Panel Chair
Welcome to the 2020 Annual Report of the Ethics and Integrity Panel.
This year has been one of unprecedented change and challenge for the Constabulary, and the people of
Cumbria that they serve. Through strong individual and team working they have supported communities
and each other to face the policing of the pandemic with professionalism and integrity. This is a great credit
to not only the Constabulary but to each officer and member of staff.
The Panel is an independent body, and its purpose is to promote and influence high standards of ethical
performance in all aspects of policing in Cumbria and the work carried out by the Police and Crime
Commissioner’s office (OPCC). It seeks to achieve this by holding the mirror up to the Constabulary and the
OPCC, by investigating, dip sampling, constructively challenging and reviewing a broad range of aspects of
policy, process and performance, through the lens of ethics and integrity.
We have an annual work programme that includes both routine and thematic activities through which we
seek to always promote the improvement and value adding aspects of ethical responsibility. We will
challenge issues and actions where we believe there could have been an improvement, recognising and
highlighting areas of good practice.
The work of the Panel is published on the Commissioner’s website and whilst the Panel membership is drawn
from a diverse range of backgrounds and experience, we have two things in common. We and our families
all live in the county and are committed to seeing the area thrive. We all share a strong desire to help ensure
that Cumbria Constabulary continues to deliver high quality services to the public, maintaining our county
as the safe and secure place to live that it currently is.
The Chief Constable, the Commissioner and their teams, fully support us in our work and are always open to
challenge, feedback and suggestions for improvement. This, in itself, is an indicator of a strong, open,
transparent and ethical culture.
While 2020 has been an incredibly challenging year, we have maintained our work programme, and have
adapted to look at a number of Covid specific issues and activities.

The Police and Crime Commissioner for Cumbria, Peter McCall said:
Oversight of policing remains an important part of my role and it is essential that
ethical standards remain high. 2020 has been an exceptionally hard year for
members of the public and for the police officers and staff who provide the policing
service within our communities. They have worked in very difficult circumstances to
keep everyone safe.
The legitimacy of our police force is critically dependent on the confidence of the
public that they can trust the police to `do the right thing on their behalf. Whilst we are
blessed with highly professional, dedicated and committed officers, we must always
be ready to examine our performance to ensure that every member of the organisation
maintains the highest possible standards, particularly this year when they have been
faced with often difficult and challenging circumstances.
My role is to serve the communities of Cumbria and be their voice for policing matters.
Many individuals contact myself and through the work of the staff within my office we
are able to provide them with assistance, guidance or explanations. This year an
addition to my role and that of my office is to carry out reviews of public complaint
cases which adds an openness and transparency to the process. It is important that
myself and my team also work to high ethical standards to ensure that public
confidence is maintained.
The independent work of the Ethics and Integrity Panel is extremely important and
continues to provide a valuable scrutiny role on the ethical values of both
organisations. The broad range of business that they scrutinise continues to be
developed to ensure that the Panel remains effective. I am grateful for the
commitment of its Chair and members who have worked hard to ensure the work has
continued notwithstanding the extraordinary challenges of the COVID-19 situation.

We hope that you find the report useful and informative. The information in this, and our other quarterly
reports, helps to promote a wider understanding and awareness of the Constabulary’s performance and
ethical approach.

The Chief Constable, Michelle Skeer said:

Alan Rankin

As a Constabulary we understand that members of the public have an expectation of the level
of policing service they should receive. This is even more important during policing in the
recent pandemic with the imposition of additional restrictions to save lives. Our principles and
standards are underpinned by the Police Code of Ethics. Independent scrutiny, through the
panel, provides me with continued reassurance of our transparency and supports our
determination in delivering an outstanding policing service to keep the communities of
Cumbria safe.

Ethics and Integrity Panel Chair
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1.

2. Public Complaints, Quality of Service and Reviews

Introduction & Background

Since its inception in 2015, the purpose of the
Ethics and Integrity Panel continues to be to
promote and influence high standards of
professional ethics, to challenge; encourage and
support the Commissioner and the Chief
Constable in their work by monitoring and dealing
with issues of ethics and integrity in their
organisations. The Panel’s role is to identify issues
and monitor change where required. It has no
decision-making powers, although it is able to
make recommendations to the Commissioner and
the Chief Constable. It considers questions of
ethics and integrity within both organisations and
provides strategic advice, challenge and support in
relation to such issues.
This report provides an overview of the work that
the Panel has carried out during 2020.
The Panel meets privately on a quarterly basis to
enable open and frank discussions. The agenda
and reports are published on the Commissioner’s
website following each meeting, with only
sensitive or confidential information being
excluded. Reports are provided by the Panel to
the Commissioner’s public meeting to provide
information about the Constabulary and OPCC’s
performance in areas that relate to ethics and
integrity. The purpose of this is to promote
openness, transparency and public confidence.

An annual work programme is agreed to enable it
to fulfil its terms of reference and scrutiny role.
The programme fixes the tasks to be undertaken
by the Panel at each of its scheduled meetings and
has been set to ensure whenever possible that
meetings are balanced in terms of the volume of
work.
The work of the Panel has once again continued to
develop during 2020 to reflect the changing
dynamics of policing in Cumbria and the
challenges it faces. Once again, a number of
thematic sessions were held during the year to
look at specific issues or areas of business. This
enabled the Police and Crime Commissioner and
the Chief Constable to be provided with
independent reassurance.
Even though the COVID-19 pandemic drastically
affected how everyone worked, the Panel held
virtual meetings to continue with their oversight
and some of their dip sampling processes.
Further information regarding the Panel, its
membership and the work it carries out can be
found on the Commissioner’s website:
https://cumbria-pcc.gov.uk/what-we-do/ethicsintegrity-panel/

Membership of the Panel
currently stands as:
•
•
•
•

Mr Michael Duff
Ms Lesley Horton
Mr Alan Rankin (Chair)
Mr Alex Rocke

Public Complaints

Quality of Service

Schedule 14 of the Police Reform and Social
Responsibility Act 2011 provides Police and Crime
Commissioners with a role to play in overseeing police
complaints, including the ability to direct a chief officer
of police to comply with obligations. The Police and
Crime Commissioner for Cumbria utilises the Ethics and
Integrity Panel to fulfil this function on his behalf,
thereby gaining assurance from their independence.

The Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner
received 553 letters, emails and telephone calls from
members of the public who wish to raise issues or
dissatisfaction with the Commissioner.
Where the
matter related to operational policing the OPCC liaised
with the Chief Constable’s Staff office to provide
information or a solution for the individual. The types
of issues raised are:
▪ The Police Service provided or received
▪ Transport issues – parking, speeding or anti-social
driving
▪ Miscellaneous – hunting, E-scooters/bikes, and
Constabulary policies or procedures
▪ Crime – cold callers, child welfare, cybercrime,
neighbour disputes
▪ COVID-19 – supportive of police action, reporting
residents not following the guidance

Due to COVID-19 restrictions the Panel were unable to
carry out their 6 monthly dip sample process in May
2020. This was to ensure the safety and wellbeing of
both staff and Panel members. Therefore, an annual
dip sample session was held at the end of October
when the Panel members were able to physically carry
out file reviews.
Over the reporting period, the Panel reviewed 30
complaint files. They carried out the dip samples
directly via the Centurion system within the
Professional Standards Department, enabling
members to view all information, actions and
outcomes on the live system. Speaking directly with
case workers regarding any issues or concerns.
Following the session any recommendations or
comments were collated within an action sheet to
ensure that they are completed and where appropriate
implemented in a timely manner. Some of these
include:
▪ Following the implementation of the new
regulations, complainants are contacted at a much
earlier stage, with many being dealt with
immediately. This provided a much better service
to members of the public; and enabled complaint
handlers to manage a complainant’s expectations
at the beginning of the process. With complaints
being resolved at the earliest opportunity this now
affords staff the ability to concentrate on the more
complex complaints and their investigation.
▪ The use by officers of their Body Worn Video
equipment remained an issue. A number of
complaints could have easily been dealt with had
they switched it on.
Following the Panel’s
identification of the continuing issue a force wide
notification was issued to all officers and staff.
▪ The standard of the Constabulary’s public complaint
files had once again been maintained throughout
the year.

The OPCC also received a number of compliments
thanking the Commissioner or the Constabulary for the
service they provide.

Reviews
The Policing and Crime Act 2017 mandated that Police
and Crime Commissioners undertake reviews of public
complaints and came into force from 1 February 2020.
As part of the Panel’s work they also carried out a dip
sample of the reviews completed by the OPCC during
the first 6 months. They felt that they had been dealt
with appropriately and within a timely manner.
At their quarterly meetings the Panel received
performance data from the Constabulary on the
number of complaints received and how these have
been managed, including whether they were within
the required timescales.
The Panel also reviewed work undertaken by the Office
of the Police & Crime Commissioner in relation to
complaints and quality of service. During 2020 there
was a sustained increase in the number of people
contacting the Commissioner regarding policing issues.
The OPCC through raising these issues with the Chief
Constable’s staff office have facilitated all individuals to
receive a written response answering their questions
or queries.
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3. Police Officer & Police Staff
Misconduct

4. Code of Ethics and Code of Conduct

The Panel received information on a quarterly basis
relating to Police Officer Misconduct from the
Constabulary’s Anti-Fraud and Corruption Unit.
Information relating to Police Staff Misconduct was
now also provided on a quarterly basis due to the
Professional Standards Department now dealing with
all types of misconduct. This enables the Panel to
monitor performance in relation to these areas of
business and consider any patterns or trends across the
whole organisation.

The Panel’s role is to ensure that both the Constabulary
and the Police and Crime Commissioner have
embedded within their organisations the Code of
Ethics and Code of Conduct respectively.

As part of their work programme the Panel have
reviewed misconduct files prior to their November
2020 meeting. Again, only one session was held due
to COVID-19 pandemic restrictions as the safety and
wellbeing of staff and Panel members was paramount.
During the session the Panel reviewed all completed
files, providing views and recommendations for any
improvement in the way information was provided,
how cases were handled or the public perception of
the handling of such cases. They were pleased to note
that the quality of the files was being maintained and
that actions were being fully recorded within each
case.

The Panel have been provided with assurance whilst
carrying out their role that both organisations take the
ethos of the Code of Ethics and Code of Conduct
seriously and this has been evident in the reviews and
dip samples they have undertaken in other areas of
business. During their various dip sample sessions, the
Panel saw first-hand that policies and procedures
within the Constabulary had the ethos of the Code of
Ethics embedded within them.
Similarly, the Commissioner upon taking office in May
2016 swore an oath to act with integrity and signed a
Code of Conduct and Ethics. It sets out how the
Commissioner has agreed to abide by the seven
standards of conduct recognised as the Nolan
Principles. This Ethical Framework allows transparency
in all areas of work of the Police and Crime
Commissioner. These principles encompass the
Commissioner’s work locally and whilst representing
Cumbria in national forums. Equally important the
OPCC members of staff adhere to a Staff Code of
Conduct which is based upon the model Code of
Conduct for Local Government Employees and
incorporates the principles arising from the Nolan
Report, providing a framework for all employees in
terms of official conduct
During 2020 the Panel did not identify any complaints
received from either members of staff or the
Commissioner regarding conduct or integrity.

5. Grievances, Civil Claims and Officer Recruitment
Grievances
On a six-monthly basis the Panel have reviewed
Grievances being processed by the Constabulary
during agreed reporting periods.
Since May 2018 the HR Department have responsibility
for dealing with grievances providing a broader
overview of staffing issues. Generally, the grievances
were regarding policies and procedures or action taken
against an individual.
In November 2019 the Panel reviewed cases and felt
that some decisions did not align with current policies
and procedures. The Constabulary were in the process
of reviewing their HR policies and procedures which
would address the issues identified by the Panel.
They noted that the new grievance procedure which
had been introduced allowed individuals to indicate
what they would wish the outcome to be; enabling an
understanding of the issues raised at an early stage in
the process.
Although the Constabulary’s HR Department dealt with
all grievances, they would link in with the AntiCorruption Unit to ensure matters were cross
referenced.

Civil Claims
On behalf of the Police and Crime Commissioner the
Panel also monitor Civil Claims being processed by the
Constabulary’s Legal Department. They received
information about the types of claims being made,
the stage the proceedings had reached and about the
claims that had been resolved. As part of this oversight
the Panel seek assurance that any trends are being
identified and how the organisation has learnt from
particular cases; disseminating such information
throughout the organisation to avoid future risks and
claims.

Some of the cases reviewed related to student or
officers young in service. Some of the cases could be
attributed to adjusting lifestyle choices after becoming
a police officer.
Having reviewed all completed files, the Panel have
gained assurance that the Constabulary are dealing
with misconduct and complaints in a professional
manner. At no time did the Panel disagree with the
outcome of any of the files. Where they provided
advice or recommendations, this was to improve the
service provided or the process being undertaken.

In November 2020 the Panel raised some concerns
regarding property. There were a number of claims
relating to lost or damaged property which in their
opinion could have been avoided with the use of
rigorous processes and procedures. The Constabulary
had carried out a review of this area of business and
actions would be taken to ensure that the findings
were incorporated into any changes made.
With the exception of property, the Panel have not
identified any other trends within the claims. On a
national and local level, the Constabulary along with
mamy other forces, are still in the process of dealing
with employment tribunals in relation to police
pensions. Currently there were over 146 claims
following the Constabulary implementation of the
national pension regulations being co-ordinated
nationally by Hertfordshire Constabulary. This matter
is yet to be concluded.

Officer Recruitment
Throughout the year the Panel monitored the
Constabulary’s progress on Officer Recruitment
following the Government’s announcement to appoint
20,000 officers across England and Wales. During 2020
Cumbria Constabulary saw an additional 51 officers
recruited.
This was the first phase of a 3-year
programme.
The Constabulary had received a significant number of
applications and utilised Positive Action to attract
applicants from diverse backgrounds.
The Panel
monitored how recruitment had been progressed and
were keen to ensure that support mechanisms were
also in place once all candidates had been appointed to
the Constabulary to enable retention and progression.
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6. Thematic Inspections
The Panel reviewed six areas of thematic work during
2020.

In February they reviewed Mental
Health Detention in custody suits
throughout Cumbria. In particular,
those relating to detention under
Section 136 of the Mental Health Act and those
detained under Common Law.
Two detentions had been authorised using Sec 136 and
both of these were reviewed. The Panel felt that the
detention of the individuals had been justified. Service
provision by health trusts often hindered the quick
release of detainees resulting in custody staff having to
deal with individuals for long periods of time.
They recognised the incredible workload which was
placed upon Custody Sergeants in dealing with
detainees who had mental health issues, the amount
and level of data inputting they carried out and its
frequency they felt should be applauded especially
within busy custody suits.
Changes to the provision of mental health services had
seen the county split in two. The North of the county
receiving provision from the North East and the South
receiving provision from Lancashire. This meant that
`hub beds’ could be accessed across the three counties.
Work was being carried out across partner agencies to
increase staff training to deal with mental health
patients and to have fit for purpose vehicles to be able
to transport them to mental health facilities.

Also, in February 2020 the Panel were
provided with a breakdown of usage
and the training being provided to
officers in relation to Spit Guards.
During 2019 765 officers had received
training with a further 99 officers being
trained as part of their initial training courses. This
gave a total of 864 officers trained in how to use and
apply Spit Guards. No complaints had been made or
received regarding the application or use of Spit
Guards during 2019. This could largely be attributed to
Spit Guards only being used on an individual for a short
period of time. Officers were also trained in aftercare
techniques, continually carrying out risk assessments
and monitoring any changing health conditions.

During 2020 the Panel continued to
monitor development and change
within the Communications Centre.
The introduction of a new Command
and Control system had initially
encountered some problems, but these were worked
through during the first six months of the year. As well
as a system which provided the required service it was
important to realise value for money and relinquish
some of the `switchboard’ functions which were
unnecessary for the Communication Centre to carry
out. Development of an announcement message to
direct people appropriately had been introduced with
a view to directing callers to the most appropriate
service.
As the COVID-19 pandemic evolved at the beginning of
2020 the Communications Centre was split into 3
teams to enable social distancing, ensuring staff
wellbeing and minimising the transmitting of the
disease.

To provide assurance to the
Constabulary and transparency for the
communities of Cumbria the Panel
carried out two dip samples of COVID19 Fixed Penalty Notices which were
issued during the first pandemic
lockdown to individuals who did not comply with the
guidance. The sessions were carried out in May and
July to assess whether Fixed Penalty Notices were
being issued appropriately. If members of the public
were committing crimes or offences, these were dealt
with by other means as they would normally.
At the conclusion of the May dip sample the Panel
found that the Fixed Penalty Notices had been issued
appropriately where necessary. Recognising that the
Constabulary were Engaging, Encouraging, Explaining
and only where necessary Enforcing the legislation and
guidance.
Following issues being highlighted nationally, the Panel
in July specifically carried out a comparison of tickets
issued to Black and Minority Ethnic (BAME) individuals
compared to those identified as non- BAME. It was
noted that nearly 40% of the tickets issued were to
individuals who did not reside within Cumbria and
therefore the demographic compared to that of the
county could potentially show disproportionality
against BAME communities.
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Having completed the dip samples the Panel were able
to provide assurance that the issuing of Fixed Penalty
Notices were in the main proportionate. The Panel
raised some questions on the comparison data
provided and were advised that an explanation was to
be provided to them. Unfortunately, this was not
provided at their November meeting and it was hoped
that it would be provided in January 2021.
They
sought reassurance that there was no bias in the
issuing of the notices and that officers and staff had
received appropriate unconscious bias training.
As the pandemic continued in the autumn of
November 2020 with a further lockdown and Tier
restrictions it was agreed that the Panel would carry
out a further dip sample in January 2021.

In August 2020 the Panel carried out
a dip sample of forms regarding the
use of TASER. They reviewed 20
forms where the TASER had been
fired and 20 where it had been used
but not actually discharged.

challenge. None of the forms indicated that the stop
and search was not legally carried out.

Since their initial thematic session
regarding Body Worn Video, the
Panel continued to monitor its usage
within the Constabulary.
As has been identified earlier in this
report, there remains a number of areas of
Constabulary business where Body Worn Video is not
used to its full potential. These include Stop and Search,
responding to incidents following which a complaint is
made. The use of Body Worn Video provides an
independent viewpoint of a matter or incident. When
it is not used where it should have been leaves the
officer and Constabulary open to complaint, criticism
and potentially civil litigation.
As identified earlier, following the Panel’s complaint
case dip sample, the Constabulary took on board the
findings and issued further guidance and instruction to
all officers and staff about the compulsory need to use
Body Worn Video.

They identified that the use of force form had not been
specifically designed to record TASER usage, rather it
was added to an existing form. This resulted in officers
not being able to fully notate what tactics had been
used up to the point of the TASER being discharged; nor
did it allow full oversight by supervision. Following
the Panel’s findings and recommendations, the
Constabulary’s use of force form was amended to
enable officers to fully record the use of TASER and
actions leading up to it.

In August the Panel carried out their
annual review of Stop and Search forms
to ensure that their completion had been
maintained. Of the 40 forms reviewed
17 were identified as requiring
improvement and a number of forms indicated that
Body Worn Video had not been activated during the
stop and search. Had the recording of the incidents on
the forms been of a better quality it would have
provided a better picture of the circumstances of the
stop and would stand up to scrutiny should there be a
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7. Conclusion
The Panel continues to develop their role, expanding into other areas of business to assist
not only the Constabulary but enable the Police and Crime Commissioner to have further and
more detailed oversight of the work of the Constabulary.
2020 has presented many challenges for Cumbria Constabulary in dealing with the COVID-19
pandemic across the communities it serves. The dedication of officers and staff to maintain
a `business as usual’ approach to the many facets of both the Constabulary and the staff
within the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC) is to be applauded. This has
been very apparent within the work the Panel has overseen and carried out during the year.
The Panel have shown their ability to respond to emerging and changing situations; adapt to
understand the issues; work with the Constabulary and OPCC to carry out work in addition
to that scheduled within their work programme; and provide reassurance to both
organisations and the public.
Recommendations and guidance given by the Panel continues to be welcomed by both the
Constabulary and OPCC; resulting in a number of positive changes and developments to
processes and procedures. The future work of the Panel will continue to be reviewed and
developed to ensure that the Panel remain an independent body in their oversight of the
Constabulary and OPCC.
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